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HybridPUR Yogadrops®Flexible as you.



What is HybridPUR Yogadrops?HybridPUR Yogadrops®
HybridPUR Yogadrops® is an innovative novel foam, which is made during the foaming process and a combination of classic foam and a specially tested liquid.This liquid accumulates visible and invisible as elastic particles in and around the cells.Best long-term performance, cuddly handle and new optics make HybridPUR Yogadrops® to a brand new experience.purposes: CNC cuttet-/sandwich mattress cores, topper, plates, shoulder inlaysprocessing: versotec®, profile cutting, CNC- contouring etc.



HybridPUR Yogadrops® - so movableHybridPUR Yogadrops®
Yogadrops, are moving all-rounders. They detect the body movements andtransform the forces into a flexible return. The enormous elasticity of thecells of HybridPUR Yogadrops® guarantees a maximum physicaladaptability and a indescribable lying expierience.

Yogadrops beforepressure effect:Yogadrops areflexible, movingallroundersand gel-like particles
Yogadrops under pressure:Yogadrops adapttheir shape to the pressure Yogadrops after pressure:Yogadrops get backin their original shape andsupport the foam



HybridPUR Yogadrops®in comparisonconventional foam HybridPUR Yogadrops®

conventional foam reacts time-shifted on pressure effects HybridPUR Yogadrops® responds immediately to pressure action and support the body in any situation



HybridPUR Yogadrops® - so softHybridPUR Yogadrops®
The HybridPUR Yogadrops® is much more than soft. The sensitive balance of the contained components bundles the supple softnesswith exceptional elasticity - even under continuos loading anddifferent climatic conditions. Especially because of the supple feeland novel optics, HybridPUR Yogadrops® is a complete new foamexperience.



HybridPUR Yogadrops® - so durableHybridPUR Yogadrops®
Particulary the special combination of foam and the Yogadrops take HybridPUR Yogadrops to a unprecedented material levelwith exceptional durability characteristics.HybridPUR Yogadrops® reserves durable form and stability - in any climate. Authorized testing laboratories certify the high quality in function and durablility to HybridPUR Yogadrops.



In summaryHybridPUR Yogadrops®
HybridPUR Yogadrops® is a novel foam. The main property of thisHighTech-foam are the Yogadrops. This moving allroundersprovide a very high flexibility and elasticity in the foam.They were formed during the foaming process. Through thefoaming process they were connected with the foam cells. Due tothis special Production the foam receive additional support. Underpressure the Yogadrops adjust the pressure. After pressure theYogadrops get back in their original shape and support the body. With this property the Yogadrops support the foam immediately in any situation. As a result the loss of height and hardness isbalanced. HybridPUR Yogadrops® is long-termed reliable and durable in anysituation.



Sales ArgumentsHybridPUR Yogadrops®
• for the first time a proven liquid could introduced into the traditional PURfoam - production and create a hybrid compound by a chemical reaction
• this hybrid compound consists of a PUR - foam matrix and irregular, elasticYogadrops adhering at the cell walls
• Yogadrops occur visible on the cut surfaces and also invincible in the cellstructure
• HybridPUR Yogadrops balances the properties of two components, that sodifferent, to one perfection:

• supple softness of a smooth PUR soft foam
• and the 3-D elasticity of the Yogadrops for a flexible and supportivebody backward movement

• even after many years of use as a mattress component, HybridPURYogadrops reserve its excellent comfort properties
• compared to other mattress foams the tendency to loss of hardness issignificantly lower
• even in climatically demanding conditions (high temperatures, thermalshock, humidity) this foam reserve its excellent comfort properties (seedetails Wet Comprehension Set)



Matrress Jack
Net weight 

Without 
packaging 

(kilos)

Gross weight
With packaging 

(kilos)

   80 / 90 / 160 / 180 cm

25 cm
200 cm

Type of packaging :

Furnishing : 

Update : 04.08.20

Bullpack 

Micro pocket springs in 7 zones, Height 14 cm. 1.598 micro pocketsprings in a mattress 
160x200 cm. Diameter of wire 1,4 mm.
Foam HR 37 kg/m3 (1x 4 cm)
Thermofiber 500 grams/m2
Fabric : Stretch jacquard fabric, 210 gram/m2 - 100% polyester. Hypoallergenic and anti-
bacterial. 
Side 1 : HybridPur Yogadrops 45 kg/m3 (4 cm)
Side 2 : Polyurethane foam HR 37 kg/m3 (4 cm)
HybridPur Yogadrops :
Innovative novel foam, which is made during the foaming process and a combination of 
classic foam and a specially tested liquid.

Dimensions in packaging (cm)

CONFORTLUXE - Technical description sheet
MATTRESS JACK

80 cm : 18,5
90 cm :  19,5
160 cm : 39,5  
180 cm : 41,5

80 cm : 80x200x23
90 cm : 90x200x23

160 cm : 160x200x23
180 cm : 180x200x23

80 cm : 19
90 cm : 20 

160 cm : 40
180 cm : 42
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